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Abstract    We  study  the  ore  condition for  a  prime  ,   noetherian , right  
fully  bounded  ring  .  We  study  this  condition  for  a  certain set  of  prime  
ideals   which  we  call  as  the  full  set  of  prime  ideals . We  define  the  full  
set  of  prime  ideals of  R  in  section (1).         
Then  we  prove  our  main  theorem given  below ;  
Main  theorem    Let  R  be  a  prime  ,  noetherian , right  fully  bounded  ring   
with  krull  dimension  R  equal  to  n ,  n   a  finite  integer , and  let  m  be  a  
fixed  integer , m ≤ n. Let  X  be  a  full   set  of   m- prime   ideals  of   R   
(defined  in  section 1 ) . Let   V =  C(X)  = ∩  C(p) , for  all  p  ε X .  Then   V   is   
an  ore set  . 
 Introduction    This  paper  is  divided  into  two   sections . In  section (1)   we    
first  introduce  some  definitions for  a    right   noetherian   ring   of  finite  
krull  dimension , say n , n  ≥ o . For  such  a  ring  R  ,   we  first  introduce    
some  basic  terminology  that  we  will  use  throughout  this  paper .   We   
then   prove  our  main  theorem  in  section  (2)  as   stated  below  ;        
Main  theorem   :  Let   R  be    a    prime  , noetherian  right   fully  bounded   
ring   with  krull  dimension R =   n,  n , a  finite integer , and  let  m  be  a  fixed  
integer , m ≤ n.  Let  X  be  a  full   set   of   m- prime   ideals  of   R   (defined  in  
section 1 )  . Let    V =  C(X)  = ∩  C(p) , for  all  p  ε X . Then  V   is  an  ore set  .  
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Notation  and   Terminology  :   
Throughout   this  paper  by   a  noetherian  ring  we  mean  a  ring   that  is  
both  a  left  as  well  as  a  right  noetheran ring .  
 We  request  the  reader  to  consult  the  books  [1]  and   [2]  as  reference   
preferably  in  their  chronological  order  for  the  notation  and  terminology   
occurring   in  this  paper .  I  will  briefly  mention  below  what  few  terms  
occur  in  this  paper .  
By  a module M over a ring R we mean that M is a right R-module unless stated 
otherwise. For the basic definitions regarding   noetherian  modules  over    
right  noetherian rings   we  refer  the  reader to  either  [1]  or  [2]  .  
 If R is a ring  then we denote by   Spec.R , the  set of prime ideals of R . For  
two  subsets A and B of a given set ,  A ≤ B means B contains  A and A < B  
denotes A ≤ B but A≠B. Also for two  sets  A  and  B ,   AȻB denotes the set B 
that  does  not  contain  the  subset  A. For an ideal A of R , c(A)  denotes the 
set of elements of  R  that  are  regular modulo A . 
Recall  if  S ≤ M  is  a  non-empty subset , then we  denote  the  right  
annihilator  of  S  in  R  by  r (S) . Also  recall  that  if  R  is  a  ring  and  M  is          
a  R module  and   if  T is  a  multiplicatively  closed   subset of  regular  
elements of  R  then  a  submodule  N of  M  is  said  to  be  T  tosion  if  for  any  
element x of  M  there  exists an  element  t   in  T  such  that  x t = 0 . M  is  said  
to  be  T torsion free  if  for any  nonzero  element  x  of  M  and   for  any  t in  T 
,  x t ≠ 0 .  If  M  is  not  T- torsion  , then  there  exists  at  least  one  non-zero  
element x of  M  such  that  x is  a  T  Torsion- free  element of  M . This means  
x t ≠ 0  for  some   t  in T .             
We    will    denote  the   Krull    dimension  of   a  right  R--moodule   M    if   it   
exists  throughout   by  |M|   .  For the basic definitions regarding   krull  
dimension,  uniform  modules , critical   modules ,  and   krull   homogenous  
modules  we  request   the  reader to  see  both  [1]  and  [2 ].  Also  one  may  
consult  both  [1]   and   [2[   for  the  definition  and   properties  of   Ass.(M) 
and   the   associated  concepts  such   as   faithful   and   fully   faithful  module  
over  a   noetherian  ring .   
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Section (1) ( Full  set  of  prime  ideals ) :   
Defiition and  Notation (1.1)  :  Let  R  be  a  noetherian  ring   of  finite krull  
dimension say  ,  ]R] = n , n , a finite integer . We  define  the  following  terms  
below ;  
 (i) For  a  fixed  integer m ≤ n ,  let  p  be  a  prime  ideal of  R  with  |R/p|=m .  
Consider  the  set   X = { All p  ε spec. R /  |R/ P|  = m } . Then  we  call  X  a  full  
set of  m-prime  ideals  of R .  
(ii) For  the  full  set  of m- prime ideals  X  of  the ring  R    as  defined  in  (i) 
above  , let  V = C(X) =∩ C(p) , for  all  p in X . Note  that   c( X )  is  a  
multiplicatively  closed  subset  of  R .  
(iii )  We  say  X  has  the  right  intersection  condition  if  for  any  right  ideal  I  
of   R  ,  I ∩ c(p)  ≠   ,  for  all  p ε X   implies that  I ∩ v  ≠    .        
(iv) We  introduce  now  the  following   families  of  right  ideals  of  R ,   
namely ;     
       k = { Right  ideals  I  of R /  I∩v ≠ } .   
       w  =  { Right  ideals  I of R /  R/I is  a  right  v-torsion  R-  module },   
        g  =   { Right  ideals  I of R /  |R/I|< m  } .   
(v)  For  any   right  ideal  I  of  R  and   for  any   x ε R  , we   denote  by   J   the  
right  ideal   J =   x-1 (I ) = { a  ε R   |  x a  ε  I  } .  Note  ,  then  J  is  a  right  ideal  
maximal  with  the  property  that  x J ≤   I .     
(vi)  Recall   we  may  define  V    as  a   right   ore  set  if  for any  right  ideal  I  
in  k , we  have  that  R / I  is  a  right  v-torsion  right - R  module  .  Note  this  is  
equivalent  to  saying  that  for  any  right  ideal  I  of  k  if  J  denotes  the  right  
ideal  J  = x-1 (I) , Then  J  ∩ v ≠  .         
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Definition (1.2)  : Let  R  be  a  ring   R .  Let   F   be   a   family   of   right   ideals  
of  R  ,  say  F = { A  collection  of   right  ideals  I  of   R  }  .  Then  we  call  F  a  
Gabriel   filter  if  F   satisfies  the  following   conditions  ;   
(a)  For any  right  ideal  I  ε F  if  J   is  a  right  ideal  such  that  I ≤  J ,  then   J  ε 
F .   
(b)   For  a  pair  of   right   ideals  I,J  in  F  ,  I ∩  J  ε  F  .  Hence   intersections  
of  finitely  many  members  of  F   belong  to  F .  
(c)  For  any   right  ideal I of  F  if   for  any   x ε R  ,  x-1 (I ) denotes  the  right  
ideal  x-1 (I ) = { a  ε R   |  x a  ε  I  } , then  x-1 (I )  must  also  belong  to  F .  
 Definition(1.3)  :   Let R   be  a  ring   that  is  prime  and    right  noetherian .  
Let  X , V , k  , w and  g  be  as  in   the  above  definition (1.1)  above .  Then  the  
following   hold  true  ;   
(i)  w ≤  k . 
(ii)  If  X  has  the   right  intersection condition then   g  ≤  k   .   
(iii)   k  need  not  always  be  a  Gabriel  filter  but   w  and  g  are  always  
Gabriel  filters  . 
 We  now   state   the   following   two  theorems   regarding  the  existence    of  
right  ore  sets  . 
Theorem (1.4)  :   Let  R   be  a  right  noetherian   ring  . Then  the  following    
holds    true  ;       
 Let   S  be  a   non-empty   multiplicatively   closed   subset of  regular  
elements  R  .  Consider  the  family   k  of   right   ideals   of  R ,  namely ,  
 k  =  ( All  right  ideals   I  of  R  / I ∩ S ≠  } .  Then   S  is  a  right  ore  set  iff       
k  is  a  Gabriel   filter  .       
Theorem (1 .5)  :  Let  R  be  a   ring   that  is  right  noetherian and  prime , and  
let  ]R] = n, n , a    finite integer.  let  X   be  a  full  set of   m- prime  ideals  of  R 
, where  m  is  an  integer  m ≤ n .  Let  V = C(X) = ∩ C(p) ,  for  all p in X  . Define  
the  families   of  right  ideals  of  R  , namely  k , w  and  g  as   in  definition 
(1.1) )   above .  Then  the  following  statements  below  are  equivalent  ;    
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(a )  V  is a right ore set iff   k  is a  Gabriel  filter and  hence  k = w .     
(b)  X   has  the  right   intersection  condition  iff   g = k . 
 
Section (2) ( Main  Theorem  ) :  In   this   section   we    prove  our  main 
theorem  .  But   first   recall   briefly   from   [2]    the   properties  of   a    
noetherian ,   right   fully   bounded   ring  .  Throughout  this  section  we   will   
usually   use   the  symbol   M   for   a   uniform  module  and   the  symbol  W   
for   a   critical  submodule  of  the  module  M .   
Proposition  (2.1)  :   Let   R  be   a   prime   noetherian   right   fully   bounded   
ring   ,  with   ]R] = n , n ,  a  finite  integer . Let   M = R/A   be   a   cyclic  ,  
uniform   right   R- module   with  Ass. (M) = q  and  let   ]M] = m .  Set  ]R/q ]  = 
k .  Then  the  following  equivalent  statements  hold   true   for  any    cyclic   ,  
critical  right   R-submodule  W = R / B   of  M ;                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
(a)  r-(W) = q  , and  W is  a  fully  faithful  right  R/q- module .  
 (b) ]W] = ]R/q ] = k  .  
 (c)  W = R / B  is  a  torsion-free  R/q  module  such  that  B ∩ c(q) =  , and  B is  
a  right  ideal  maximal  with  this  property  .  
Lemma  (2. 2)  :   Let   R  be    a   prime   noetherian   ring   with   ]R] = n, n , a  
finite integer , and  let   X   be  a   full   set  of   m-  prime  ideals  of   R (m ≤  n )  . 
Let   V =  C(X) = ∩  C(p) , for  all  p  ε X . Let  k , w and  g   denote  the  families  
of  right  ideals of  R  as  in  definition   (1.1 )   .   
Then  the  following   hold true ;   
  (a)  w ≤ k . 
 (b) If  in  addition  R  is  right  fully  bounded  ,  then    k  ≤  g .     
Proof  :  (a) We  prove  that  w  ≤ k  . But  this  is obvious .   
(b)  We  now  show  that   k  ≤  g   if  in  addition  we  assume  that  R  is  right  
fully  bounded   .  If  this  is  not  true  then  k ₵  g . Let   I  € k  be maximal  such  
that  I  is  not  in g . This  implies  that  R/ I  is  a  right  critical  R module  with    
| R/ I| =  m  . Since  R  is  a   noetherian   right   fully   bounded  ring  ,   so   if   
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Ass. (R/I) =  q ,  then  from  theorem  (2.1 )  above  we  must  have  that  r-(R/I) 
= q , and  q ε X .  Hence  we  have  that   R / I  must  be  a  fully  faithful  critical  
right  R/ q – module .  Moreover  then  we  have  that  |R/ I | =  |R/ q | = m .  
But  on  the  other  hand  I ε  k  implies  that  I ∩ V ≠   ,  and    this   would   
contradict   proposition   (2.1)   above  .  Hence   we  must  have  that   k  ≤  g .       
Lemma  (2.3) :  Let   R  be    a   prime   noetherian  ring  with   ]R] = n, n , a  
finite integer , and  let    X    be   a  full  set  of  m-  prime  ideals  of  R ( m ≤  n )  . 
Let   V  =  C(X) = ∩  C(p) , for  all  p  ε X .   
 If   X   has   the   right   intersection   condition  then  V  is  an  ore  set .  
Theorem (2.4 ) ( Main Theorem ) :   Let   R  be    a   prime   noetherian   ring  
that  is  right  fully  bounded  with   ]R] = n, n , a  finite integer , and  let    X    be   
a   full  set  of  m-  prime  ideals  of  R (m ≤ n )  . Let   V =  C(X) = ∩  C(p) , for  all  
p  ε X .  Then  V  is  an  ore set .    
Proof :  The  proof  is  clear  from   lemma  (2.2)  and  theorem  (1.5)  . 
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